Retirement Reimagined: Longevity and the Future of Financial Well-Being

As life expectancies grow, banks and insurers need to deliver products and services that provide people with financial security throughout their extended sunset years. Here’s how the financial services industry can remain relevant and vital as life journeys elongate and grow more fluid.
Introduction: Time to Reimagine Retirement

At the Twin Galaxies Video Game Masters Tournament, Doris Self, 81, set a world record with 1,112,300 points on Q*Bert.¹ At 87, James C. Warren became the oldest person in the world to receive his pilot’s licence.²

Human life expectancy has more or less doubled over the past 100 years, mostly as a result of improved environmental factors, better sanitation, lower infant mortality, fewer on-the-job accidents and the introduction of antibiotics. The traditional three life stages – formal education in childhood and adolescence, working throughout adulthood, retirement in the later years – has already been replaced for many by a multi-stage and fluid life journey.

Yet, even as life expectancy and life patterns and choices have changed, the financial services industry has struggled to respond.

Humanity is now on the cusp of the next wave of increased longevity. Once scientists hone the ability to fundamentally manipulate biology (and address the accompanying ethical considerations), life expectancies will expand very quickly. Living to 110 or 120 may become increasingly common.

Here’s our take on what the financial services industry can do to remain relevant and vital across the much longer, multi-stage lives that are the new reality for their customers.
Executive Summary

Retirement is a 20th century invention that is unlikely to survive the 21st century. Traditionally, people’s lives – and the financial services that support them – have been built around the traditional three stages of education, work and retirement. But as people live longer, the idea of saving enough for a retirement that may stretch over 20 years and perhaps far longer, is simply not realistic for the majority of the population.

Demographic shifts are occurring due to longer life expectancies and declining fertility rates, and these shifts are fundamentally transforming the way people approach education, careers, retirement and financial security. As people live longer and healthier lives, and have fewer children later in life, overall life patterns have become more fluid and less predictable. A new life pattern has emerged that is multi-staged and punctuated by a variety of transitions. Instead of the traditional products and services required to support a three-stage life, individuals now need financial services providers to act as engaged collaborators that enable them to maintain and enhance their financial, mental, physical and vocational resilience through each transition and stage of their existence.

With the help of advances in products, services and technologies (particularly in the fields of analytics and machine learning), the building blocks to address these needs already exist, potentially transforming how the industry engages individuals, not as a provider of products but as a trusted provider of integrated services. The greater challenge now appears to be gaining and rebuilding the trust of customers and regulators, so that the financial services industry can effectively and safely deliver the products and services that address these new realities.
The 21st century centenarian

As the impressionable daughter of parents who lived through post-war austerity, Pamela did everything right. That’s why her situation seems so unfair.

Throughout her working life – a rewarding career in the software industry – Pamela did just as the experts advised. She lived within her means. She contributed steadily to her retirement fund. Though she once dreamed of retiring at 60, she opted instead to grit her teeth and work until age 67.

At 62, Pamela was looking forward to a future without endless meetings and presentations -- until her latest routine physical. The cheerful young doctor noted that between Pamela’s fitness and modern medicine, she may well live beyond 100. Though the comment was intended as a compliment, it prompted Pamela to rethink her retirement dreams and plans.

And the numbers simply don’t work. She can’t afford to retire in her mid-60s and live to 100.

Pamela’s doctor was right: 100 years is a very real possibility, not just for her but also for an increasing number of individuals.

Now Pamela wonders what went wrong.

The problem with assumptions

What happened, in a nutshell, is that both her assumptions and those of her employers were overtaken by events. Until the 1970s, employers confidently offered defined benefit (DB) pensions, which allowed employees to retire in their 60s and spend the rest of their lives secure in the expectation they’d receive a protected level of income no matter how long they lived and no matter how the markets performed.

This system worked as long as people didn’t live too long after retirement. But then people started living longer – in some cases a lot longer – than expected. Companies such as British Airways and General Motors became so overcommitted to retirement plans that in some cases, pension liabilities exceeded the overall company valuation. It wasn’t long before companies began shutting down DB plans. The responsibility for pension savings shifted more and more toward the individual employee, and defined contribution (DC) plans gradually replaced defined benefit plans.

While plans changed, critical assumptions did not. The assumption remained that workers would somehow save enough by their 60s to fund 20, 30 or even 40 years of retirement. It turns out that for the majority of workers, that was a very poor assumption. If funding a long retirement with a guaranteed income was unaffordable for employers, it was equally unaffordable for most individuals.
Institutions – businesses, governments, society as a whole – are lagging behind in their ability to enable good choices. A fresh vision is needed that addresses the way we live now.

More than money: The new reality of a longer, healthier life

Sound personal finances are simply an enabler – not the end goal – for that longer, healthier life. This demographic upheaval touches all aspects of our education, healthcare and career choices. Financial security and flexibility create the foundation that enables choice.

Yet as increasing longevity changes the patterns of our lives, there’s still reluctance to shift the focus from products based on outdated assumptions about retirement to a more holistic and positive view of other areas of life that also require attention. Pamela may understandably feel dejected that she can’t retire in her early or mid-60s, but she can look forward to a longer, healthier life than her forebears. The question becomes: What will she do with this extra stage of life? Rather than focusing too much attention around selling outdated and inappropriate products, a more balanced approach is needed that helps Pamela live a fulfilling life as long as she would like.

As is typically the case with tectonic shifts, consumers are leading the way, if only out of necessity. Institutions – businesses, governments, society as a whole – are lagging behind in their ability to enable good choices. A fresh vision is needed that addresses the way we live now.
An opportunity to do good – and do well

This unprecedented opportunity to create new offerings that benefit both individuals and society introduces a larger market overall for the financial services industry. Greater participation in the workplace by people in their late 50s, 60s, 70s and 80s could have a very significant positive impact on gross domestic product (GDP).

Simply put, individuals like Pamela need solutions to address their financial needs in the face of their longer lives. These solutions will vary widely in scale and scope, but they need to help shift some of the investment, health and longevity risk from consumers and be integrated with social policy. And while seniors such as Pamela are top of mind, these solutions must be implemented early in life and not just approaching retirement.

For example:

- What if Pamela could use her long-term savings, without any tax penalty, to fund training for entirely new job skills -- which could, in turn, launch another fulfilling career?
- What if a family could conveniently use their retirement funds as a deposit for a home payment, thus helping them break out of the rental trap into home ownership?
- What if mortgage providers could take into account not only income and assets but also insights around retirement savings, health and career prospects to inform their decisions?

More broadly, what if financial services providers could positively and profitably engage in situations where customers are unable to access the financial products and services they need to enhance their vocational, mental, physical and financial resilience? This broader market, encompassing the long tail of the financial services sector, could bring greater resilience to a wider group of individuals.

Tools and expertise exist to effect significant change

While the aging population presents a significant challenge to the financial services industry, the state and society as a whole, it is hardly insurmountable. A trust-based architecture with customer permissions could access data across borrowing, income, insurance, savings, mortgages, retirement and health plans to enable a 360-degree view of the financial and health position of individuals, groups and even societies. This information could be used to deliver insight, advice and the products and services required, at the time they’re needed. Employers could play a valuable role as trusted partners, responsibly harnessing data for the benefit of both employees and the organization.
The technology and architectural components exist to offer a truly innovative approach to financial products and services on a scale that reaches a much larger market than before. The key questions are now around how to approach the barriers that prevent this level of innovation.

The regulatory barriers need to be examined carefully. Currently, for example, the UK’s Open Banking initiative and Pensions Dashboard offer consumers unprecedented access to their banking and long-term savings data, but the next level of innovation would involve combining these views to create actionable insights based on a 360-degree view of an individual’s financial situation.

Ultimately, the goal would be to create a hyper-personalized view that would reveal a consumer’s financial situation, overall life stage and other contributing factors to the individual’s financial wellbeing. This capability could help individuals at every life stage make decisions around work, education and health, using much more information on how their decisions impact their financial resilience – which, again, is the underlying enabler rather than the end goal.
Future architecture of financial services

The financial services industry needs to collaborate on establishing open and transparent governance, standards and architectures that enable trust at the regulatory and industry levels, as well as engage the public in ways that engender trust. New solutions must be designed from the outset to create end-customer value and move away from the traditional mindset of selling products. An effective future design will be built around three fundamental principles that reflect how organizations will need to work together to create efficient commodity services, freeing them to create new areas of competitive advantage:

I **Build trust by giving customers control over their data**, democratize data to the individual, not the corporate entity.

I **Use that data to create customer value and insight**, through the use of predictive analytics and machine learning.

I **Build a data ecosystem that minimizes the friction of sharing data securely** and feeds value creation from insight.

The future solution must reflect the emergence of new trust models in which consumers retain ownership and the right to control who can see and use their data. To earn permission to collate data that generates valuable insights, the financial services industry will need to approach this issue upfront and collaboratively, demonstrating to customers and regulators that this is in consumers’ best interest.

Empowering consumers with sovereignty over their own data should be a cornerstone of the new underlying architecture. This would give the financial services community the opportunity to lead and guide regulators on how consumer data management can best be done in everyone’s interest. Fintechs are already emerging that use an array of technologies (including blockchain and Web 3.0 technologies) to provide data sovereignty capabilities to consumers as point solutions. However, a rethink is needed for the traditional industry model that considers corporate retention of consumer data to be a competitive advantage. Future competition will be built around intelligent machine learning algorithms to hyper-personalize customer insight value and timeliness and not from the data itself.

Initiatives such as open banking and the UK’s Pensions Dashboard are showing how data can be shared with minimal friction to deliver greater value to customers. This model could be extended into open data models, such as “open insurance.” Solutions must be designed around an open data ecosystem concept, leveraging open API and semantic data models as core concepts to enable data to flow as efficiently and as cheaply as possible, to feed insight. This will allow consumers to share cross-sector information with chosen providers that offer the most effective insight and solutions.
Empowering consumers with sovereignty over their own data should be a cornerstone of the new underlying architecture.
New insights, new products, new value – new resilience

With these foundations in place, enterprises will discover that competitive advantage will be found by using data science and technology to deliver insight across multiple dimensions of a customer’s life, using predictive analytics to generate insights, and smart automation and virtual assistants to interactively guide an individual. Organizations will be able to provide hyper-personalized advice, delivered at scale and low cost, to rival today’s human wealth managers. We see three areas where this will emerge:

I Financial resilience: The natural starting point will be to provide insight and guidance on financial resilience by looking at a personal balance sheet that considers assets (equity, pensions), liabilities (mortgages, borrowing), income (earned social benefits) and even insurance (individual, family) using analytics and robo-advisors to give a financial resilience assessment across both the short and long term. This would be the core focus for financial services providers, but leaders have an opportunity to go further, to add a more complete set of insights and value to a customer.

I Vocational resilience: A further extension of this concept would be to provide guidance on vocational resilience. Individuals face an increasingly uncertain job future, with expected increases in the rate and number of career changes during their extended life, as well as rapidly shifting required skills in a job market transformed by artificial intelligence. If organizations could provide guidance on future job prospects, based (for example) on LinkedIn profiles and job board activity, while also advising individuals on potential training opportunities to meet new skill demands, they could greatly support individuals and employers in planning ahead for an increasingly diverse career.

I Health resilience: A final dimension would be to consider mental and physical health resilience, as the ability to work and remain healthy will have an obvious impact on the other two dimensions of resilience. Access to data from the growing number of personal health devices and their ever increasing accuracy and depth of the personal health data they capture would allow organizations to use the insight from thousands of aggregated data records.

There’s a final capability that will be vital for organizations to be successful in this new digital ecosystem: combining technology with human insight to deliver new insights at scale. Enterprises will need to combine data-driven insights and machine learning analysis with a fundamental understanding of human motivation. This can be done by overlaying technology-driven insights with anthropological and human behavioral science.

An individual’s relationship with money, finance and investment is already complex; this will only increase as people adapt to the new multi-stage life paradigm. Organizations that can understand the rationale and motivation behind customers’ attitudes and decisions regarding finances will engage with customers more effectively and at the right time. This, in turn, will give customers the best chance of acting on the advice provided to live happy and long lives (see Figure 1, next page).
A new trust- and permission-based architecture is required to enable the personalization of services to support life stage transitions and improve financial, health and vocational resilience at both individual and aggregate levels.

Source: Cognizant
Quarterly Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projected</th>
<th>Actual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>675,000</td>
<td>725,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>436,000</td>
<td>452,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>542,000</td>
<td>610,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>736,000</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Can we better execute strategy?
Looking ahead

The challenges presented by increasing longevity to individuals, employers and societies also present extraordinary opportunities.

Between 2015 and 2050, the population of those aged 55 and above in high-income countries is projected to grow by almost 50% to over 500 million, putting significant pressure on healthcare and retirement systems.

We believe many countries could offset these higher costs by tapping into their older workforce thereby increasing both GDP and tax revenues.

Our perspective and experience across industries is that advances in products, services and technologies, particularly in the fields of analytics and algorithms, mean that we already have the technical means to address these needs and opportunities.

The financial services industry can help individuals improve their financial, physical, mental and vocational resilience as they address the challenges across their longer and multi-stage lives; however it must first gain and rebuild the trust of regulators and customers.

For more information, visit the Digital Retirement section of our website or contact us.
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